Board of Governors Submission
AGENDA ITEM:

Operating Budget and Financial Plans for Research and Special,
Trust and Endowment and Capital Funds – 2015/16

RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION:
That the Board of Governors approve:
 a tuition fee increase of 1.9% effective Regular Session 2015;
 an increase to the international graduate student differential fee multiplier from 2 to 2.2
effective Regular Session 2015;
 increases to the international undergraduate student differential fee surcharges ranging
from 10% to 18% effective Regular Session 2015;
 a balanced fiscal operating budget based on total revenue, fund transfers and
expenditures of $701,816,581, and;
 financial plans for Research and Special, Trust and Endowment and the Capital Budget
for the year ending March 31, 2016 as set out in Attachment 5 and 6.

Action Requested:

X Approval

Discussion/Advice

Information

CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND:

General Operating Fund
The General Operating Fund is the largest of the funds which supports the academic
mission, non‐sponsored research and the administration of the University. General
operating revenue sources include the Provincial operating grant, tuition and related
fees, federal government grants, net investment income, miscellaneous income, sales of
goods and services to external parties and income from ancillary enterprises.
Budget Process
The annual budget process begins in the summer with the development of the
Operating Estimates to the Province. Through the 2015/16 Operating Estimates process,
a base grant increase of 0.0% and a tuition increase of 1.5% were assumed at the
instruction of the Advanced Learning Division (ALD), Manitoba Department of Education
and Advanced Learning (EAL). Based on the information available at that time, it was
determined that a 0.0% base grant increase and a 1.5% tuition increase would result in a
projected $19M shortfall in 2015/16. The projections assumed a 2.0% decrease in
enrolment/undergraduate credit hours over projected 2014/15 levels, a general non‐
salary inflation increase of 1.5%, a library acquisitions increase of 7%, and an on average
increase of 6.3% for utilities. Salary, benefits, travel and expense allowance increases
were based on anticipated or previously negotiated settlements with our eight collective
bargaining units and/or as approved by the Board of Governors.
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The Estimates submission was approved by the Board of Governors on September 23,
2014. The Operating Estimates were also presented to ALD by the President, Vice‐
President (Administration) and Chair of the Board of Governors in September, 2014.
In mid‐summer 2014, all faculties, schools and administrative units were asked to
develop strategic resource plans using a prescribed template format. In light of our
projected financial circumstances outlined in the 2015/16 Estimates Submission and the
transition to an updated Strategic Planning Framework that will guide the University’s
development for the 2015 to 2020 period, each unit was asked to plan assuming an
estimated 4% baseline budget reduction for each of the years 2015/16 and 2016/17.
The Vice‐Presidents, University Secretary and President’s Office Senior staff met in
January 2015 with Deans and Directors of academic units, the University Librarian and
senior leaders of major support and administrative units to review and discuss their
strategic resource plans.
Units were informed that resource allocation decisions would be based on the following
criteria and assessed using the information provided in the SRP submissions:





alignment of proposed activities with institutional and unit priorities with respect to
learning, discovery and engagement;
initiatives that support continued progress on our institutional transformation;
enrolment and student outcomes trends; and
health/sustainability of unit budgets.

The President, Vice‐Presidents, University Secretary and President’s Office Senior staff
subsequently met with the President’s Budget Advisory (BAC) committee on three
occasions to solicit input and advice on the budget process and the draft 2015/16
budget. A fourth meeting was held on May 5th, 2015 to review the draft budget
submission. Feedback from the BAC was brought forward at the FAHRC meeting.
Funding Announcement
On April 30, 2015 the Province announced the operating grant increase for the
University of Manitoba. This is shown as Attachment 1 of this document. The base
operating grant will increase by $8.2M, or 2.46% and the Access grants will be increased
by 2.5%. The Province has advised that tuition fees may increase by up to the current
inflation rate, confirmed by the Province to be 1.9%. Any differential or surcharge in
fees set for courses taken by individuals who are not Canadian citizens or permanent
residents of Canada are not governed by Provincial policy and legislation. Course‐related
fees may be increased by 1.9% unless permission is granted by the Province to exceed
this amount. ALD is currently reviewing the UM proposed list of course‐related fees for
the 2015/16 academic year.
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Resource Requirements
In anticipation of a 2.5% operating grant increase, revenue and expenses were refined
to reflect:
 updated 2014/15 tuition revenues
 projected 2.0% enrolment decrease in 2015/16, assuming a 1.9% inflationary
increase for tuition fees and 1.9% for most course related fees;
 updated salary and benefit cost estimates based on currently available
information;
 updated funding requirements to meet mandatory pension payments based on
currently available information; and
 updated information on utilities, library acquisitions, specific purpose expenses
and contingency funding requirements in 2015/16.
Attachment 2 details the available 2015/16 operating baseline funding from the various
sources, and can be summarized as follows:
Projected increased funding:

$21,463,324

Less:
First Claims:
Operating Budget Shortfall:

35,918,381
(14,455,057)

First claims includes budgetary increases for salaries, (scale, step, merit, anomalies,
promotion increases), contingency funding, library acquisitions inflation, spousal
employment funding and utilities and maintenance costs for new and/or upgraded
space. Increased targeted specific purpose funding will be allocated to unit budgets.
Approximately $12.7M of the projected increased funding will be reserved for fiscal‐only
allocations in 15/16. Of this amount, $4 million baseline will be set aside to smooth the
impact of the anticipated 2016/17 baseline reduction.
Salary turnover savings (from the academic position management process) of $2.1 M
will be used to partially offset the 4% baseline reduction in academic units ($900k), and
for Strategic Priority – “Taking Our Place” baseline allocations ($1.2M).
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Chart A illustrates the distribution of funding for salary increases by function. As seen in
the chart, of the $12,751,524 required for salary increases, 74% or $9.4M is allocated to
academic units.

Chart A ‐ Projected Salary Allocations by Function ‐ $12.7M
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Chart B illustrates the distribution of funding for salary increases by compensation group. As see
in the chart, of the $12,751,524 required for salary increases, 54.3% or $6.9M is allocated to
UMFA.

Chart B ‐ Projected Salary Allocations by Compensation Group ‐
$12.7M
$282,013 , 2.2%

$672,490 , 5.3%

Academic Administrators
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CUPE LOCAL 1482
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EMAPS
$6,923,996 , 54.3%
EXECUTIVES/SENIOR
ADMINISTRATORS
GFT

$147,386 , 1.2%

OTHER ACADEMICS

$98,695 , 0.8%

RESEARCH ACADEMICS

$1,119,915 , 8.8%
$94,778 , 0.7%

UMFA

$457,557 , 3.6%
UNIFOR
$97,387 , 0.8%
$87,291 , 0.7%
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Assumptions for Budget Recommendations
In preparing the 2015/16 recommendations the following assumptions were made:
 The University of Manitoba will develop a balanced budget;
 Strategic investments are required to support strategic planning priorities;
 Baseline reductions in fiscal years 2016/17 are anticipated, given projected
financial constraints in future years.
 Academic Position Management Program (APMP) baseline salary savings of
$900,000 will be used to partially offset Academic Unit budget reductions.
 APMP baseline salary savings of $1,200,000 will be directed to areas of strategic
priority
 Increased revenue emanating from increased international student enrolment,
increased international student differential surcharge fees, and from the
International College of Manitoba (ICM) contract will fund fiscal only allocations
as it is not prudent to fund continuing commitments from these sources. The
ICM contract is up for renewal and the current undergraduate international
student SEM targets have been exceeded.
 Centrally managed funding that will not be fully utilized in 2015/16 will be
allocated in support of fiscal only strategic priority allocations. Base funding for
Mandatory Pension Payments, for example, will be maintained at existing levels
however, due to the favourable December 31, 2013, actuarial valuation actual
payments in 15/16 will be lower. We anticipate the December 31, 2016 actuarial
valuation will result in a significant increase in mandatory payment levels.
Utilities expenses are also subject to volatility due to fluctuating demand and
world markets.
 $24,926,314 in fiscal only allocations are recommended as follows:
o allocations to areas of strategic priority
$22,196,314
o unit‐specific allocations
2,730,000
Allocations to Areas of Strategic Priority
In preparing the 2015/16 operating budget recommendations, the following priorities
were identified:
 Inspiring Minds through innovation and quality teaching
 Enhanced graduate student financial support
 Enhanced international student financial and other support
 Service teaching support
 Classroom renewal
 Driving Discovery and Insight through excellence in research, scholarly work and
other creative activities
 Research initiatives support
 Undergraduate research awards
 Creating Pathways to Indigenous achievement
 Indigenous Scholars (principally for Native Studies)
 Indigenous community‐based research
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 Building Community that creates an outstanding learning and working environment
 Approved Information Services Technology project requirements
 Teaching laboratory renewal fund
 Space planning renovation and relocation projects
 Preventive maintenance
 Functional Programming Assessments (space)
 Security enhancements – closed circuit TV, card access
 Visionary Re(generation) support
 Faculty Service Hubs
Chart C and Chart D below illustrates the recommended distribution of $1.2M baseline and
$22.2M fiscal respectively to areas identified as strategic priorities. Details of these
recommended allocations are shown in Attachment 3.

Chart C ‐ 2015/16 Baseline Recommendations ‐ $1.2M
Inspiring Minds through innovation
and quality teaching

$150,000,
12.5%

Driving Discovery and Insight through
excellence in research, scholarly work
and other creative activities

$200,000, 16.7%
$750,000, 62.5%
$100,000,
8.3%

Creating Pathways to Indigenous
Achievement

Building Community that creates an
outstanding learning and working
environment
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Chart D ‐ 2015/16 Fiscal Recommendations ‐ $22.2M
Inspiring Minds through innovation and
quality teaching

Driving Discovery and Insight through
excellence in research, scholarly work
and other creative activities

$5,425,000 , 24.4%
$15,271,314 , 68.8%

$1,250,000 , 5.6%
Creating Pathways to Indigenous
Achievement

$250,000 , 1.1%

Building Community that creates an
outstanding learning and working
environment

Unit Specific Allocations
In preparing the 2015/16 operating budget recommendations, the following unit‐based
needs were identified:
 Three‐year commitment to provide fiscal funding for the Mosaic Journal due to
baseline reduction. Year 1 allocation is $130,000 fiscal. Years 2 and 3 will be
subject to reductions.
 Black Hole Theatre upgrade (subject to assessment) ‐ $300,000 fiscal
 Chown Building Renovation $1,800,000 fiscal
 Library acquisition: support purchase of back‐files $500,000 fiscal
Carry‐Over Allocations
In preparing the 2015/16 operating budget recommendations, unit carry‐over
allocations from 2014/15 totaling $39,658,984 have been incorporated into the opening
budget. This is the first year that carry‐over has been included in the opening budget.
Salary Increase, Travel and Expense Allocations and Mandatory Pension Payments
In preparing the 2015/16 operating budget recommendations, funding for salary and
benefit increases, travel and expense allocations and mandatory pension payments
have been incorporated into the relevant functional budget areas. This will more
accurately reflect the distribution of budgeted expenditures for reporting purposes.
Tuition Fee Increase
A tuition fee increase of 1.9% to take effect Regular Session Fall, 2015
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International Student Differential Rate Increases
Undergraduate international differential rate increases to take effect Regular Session
Fall, 2015 as follows:
 a 10% increase to the international undergraduate student differential tuition
surcharge for undergraduate courses taught by the Faculty of Agricultural and
Food Sciences in the Degree Program, the Faculty of Social Work, and the College
of Nursing;
 a 15% increase to the international undergraduate student differential tuition
surcharge for undergraduate courses taught by the Faculty of Agricultural and
Food Sciences in the Diploma Program, the Faculty of Arts, the Faculty of
Engineering, the Faculty of Human Ecology, the Asper School of Business, the
Faculty of Education, the Faculty of Architecture, the School of Art, the Faculty of
Kinesiology and Recreation Management, and the Faculty of Law;
 an 18% increase to the international undergraduate student differential tuition
surcharge for undergraduate courses taught by the Faculty of Science, the
Desaultels Faculty of Music, and the Riddell Faculty of Environment, Earth and
Resources
 an increase in the international graduate student multiplier from 2 to 2.2
A portion of the increased international undergraduate differential surcharge revenue
will be allocated to international undergraduate student financial supports as well as to
other international student supports for example, orientation/transition/summer
bridging program, cross‐cultural counsellor, academic learning support for EAL students,
and English language workshops.
The increased international graduate differential surcharge revenue will be allocated to
international graduate student scholarships and bursaries.
Voluntary Retirement Program
The 2015/16 budget includes provision for the Board of Governors approved Voluntary
Retirement Program. The time‐limited program is designed to achieve savings related to
salaries and benefits, create flexibility in realigning the workforce to strategic priorities,
and recognize the contributions of our senior employees.
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Projected 2015/16 operating revenues from various sources is detailed in Attachment 4.
After considering first claims totaling $35,918,381 and baseline reallocation of
$1,200,000 to areas of strategic priority, an operating budget shortfall of $14,455,057
remains. To address the budget shortfall and enable the reallocation of funding to areas
of strategic priority, baseline reductions totaling $14,455,057 are summarized in Table 1
below.

Table 1

Attachment 5 details the recommended 2015/16 Budget Plans for All Funds, and details
the Operating Baseline and Fiscal Budget by unit including proposed reductions and
allocations.

Restricted Funds
1. Research and Special Funds – 2015/16 Financial Plan
The Research and Special Fund consists of contributions specifically restricted for
research or other special activities. Research and Special Funds include external grants
and contracts from a variety of federal and provincial granting agencies, industry and
non‐governmental organizations provided specifically for research, research
infrastructure and special activities. Funds are held in trust by the University until they
are spent by our researchers, in accordance with the conditions stipulated in the
governing contracts and agreements.
Expenditures have not been shown since they vary depending upon the type of research
and duration of the project. The funds received in any given year for research may not
all be spent in the year received, therefore, any unspent research funds as at March 31
are carried over to the following year.
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Table 2 below details the 2013/14 actual, 2014/15 (forecast) and 2015/16 preliminary
revenues and expenses for the Research and Special Fund including sources of those
revenues.

Table 2
Research and Special Funds
Revenues and Expenses
2015/16 Compared to Previous Years
(in thousands)

REVENUES

Actuals

Forecast

Preliminary
Budget

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Manitoba Government
Federal Government
Other Revenue

29,309
65,072
45,286

30,343
70,658
54,384

33,500
69,000
47,500

139,667

155,385

150,000

131,676
131,676

136,883
136,883

139,000
139,000

Funds Transferred In

8,405

8,312

‐

Funds Transferred Out

9,264

15,030

4,903

NET FUND TRANSFERS

(859)

(6,718)

(4,903)

7,132

11,784

6,097

‐

‐

11,784

6,097

TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSES
Other Expenses

TOTAL EXPENSES

NET FUND BEFORE REMEASUREMENT
REMEASUREMENT GAINS
NET FUND INCREASE/(DECREASE)

516
7,648

2. Capital Asset Fund – 2015/16 Financial Plan
The Capital Asset Fund consists of restricted contributions for the purpose of acquiring
capital assets and/or making debt repayments. The expenditures related to the
construction of buildings or purchase of equipment are not recorded as an expense but
are recorded as an asset on the University’s balance sheet. Therefore, the Capital Fund
will typically report a surplus unless current year amortization and interest/expense
exceeds current year contributions.
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Sources of capital funds include:
 Provincial allocations (primarily for deferred maintenance/infrastructure
renewal) – see Attachment 1
 Provincial Government allocations for major capital projects (eg. Project
Domino)
 Provincial Territorial Base Funding
 Federal and Provincial Government programs eg. MIF, WED, Ag Canada, CGC,
etc.
 Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) funds and Provincial matching funding
 Debt financing
 Donations through Philanthropy
 Operating, Research and Provision funds (expenditure is reported as an interfund
transfer to the Capital Fund)
Forecasted sources of capital and the 2015/16 capital plan are detailed in Table 3 below
compared to preliminary 2014/15. Specific projects and contracts in excess of $1 million
are subject to Board of Governors approval.

Table 3
Capital Spending Estimate
2015/16 Fiscal Year

Capital Plan
Infrastructure:
Asbestos
Fire Safety
Sewer & Water
Windows
Roofs
Other
Tache Hall Redevelopment & Addition
Capital Research Projects
Active Living Centre
PGME Curriculum Management
Machray Hall‐Math & Stats Reno
Stanley Pauley Centre
Chown Centre for Healthcare Innovation
Chown Infrastructure Upgrades
Brodie Centre Dining Services
Bannatyne Electrical Reservicing
Wayfinding Strategy‐Signage

Prelim
2014‐15

Forecast
2015‐16

2,300
3,348
2,490
929
500
1,656
22,924
4,000
21,717
881
80
255
2,984
1,802
81
2,151
34

2,000
2,400
1,500
2,000
500
4,256
17,600
5,100
2,300
590
2,900
‐
1,016
600
497
1,178
1,100
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SmartPark 137 Innov. Dr ‐ MCO
FG Campus ‐ Electrical Dist. Centre
Allen Bldg ‐ MIM Facility
Central Energy Plant ‐ Boiler Replacement
CCTV Renewal Project
Teaching Lab Renewal Fund
Med Rehab L300 Respiratory Therapy Renovation
Parker Bldg Room 350 UG Teaching Lab Renovation
BMSB Gross Anatomy Lab Renovation
T‐Bldg (Bann Campus) Decanting/Demolition
Duff Roblin Environmental Chambers
EAL Miscellaneous Capital Funded Projects
Faculty & Unit Funded Projects
Research Capital
Operating Capital
Total Capital Fund Expendiutres
Capital Sources:
EAL
Provincial
Domino
Deferred Maintenance
PT Base Funding ‐ Prov
Manitoba Innovation Fund (MIF)
Science, Innovation and Business Development
Federal
WED
PT Base Funding
CFI
Agriculture Canada
Total Revenue
Capital Trust
General Trust
Operating ‐ Capital Asset Purchases
Operating ‐ Central Transfers (Strategic Funding Priorities)
Operating ‐ Faculty for Capital Projects
Research ‐ Capital Asset Purchases
Provisions
Total Interfund Transfers

322
859
1,601
4,570
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
3,020
7,487
4,000
25,197
115,189

53
‐
3,379
430
660
1,435
1,200
1,000
300
1,320
930
3,020
5,496
4,000
25,197
93,957

7,136

7,138

1,673
6,902
212
1,950
1,000

‐
6,856
500
2,500
‐

125
‐
1,950
588
21,537

‐
1,500
2,500
‐
20,994

19,202
‐
25,197
2,000
100
4,000
63
50,562

14,073
206
25,197
500
1,200
4,000
160
45,336
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Total Revenue and Interfund Transfers

72,099

66,330

Capital Fund
Total Prior Year Surplus in Capital Fund

29,090
29,090

26,306
26,306

LT Debt (Provinical Loan)
Total Debt

14,000
14,000

‐

UNKNOWN FUNDING SOURCE
Total Capital Fund Sources

‐
115,189

‐
1,320
93,957

Note: Interfund transfers may include prior year transfers. The above preliminary and forecast
projections represent the capital spending plan which does not include debt repayment, interest or
amortization, therefore total amounts above will not equal the capital asset fund amounts reflected
in Attachment 7.
3. Trust and Endowment – 2015/16 Financial Plan
The Trust Fund records donations that may be used in their entirety, whereas the
Endowment Fund records donations with the stipulation that the funds be used in
perpetuity for the purpose designated by the donor.
The revenues of the Trust and Endowment Funds include the net investment income,
earned by the investments of the UIT and Specific Trusts plus an estimate of the new
donations received.
The expenses are transfers of allocations to the various units in accordance with the
spending policy approved by the Board of Governors and as required by the units, plus
awards paid directly to students.
Table 4 and 5 below include preliminary revenues and expenditures in 2015/16
compared with forecasted results to March 31, 2015 and actual results for March 31,
2014 year end.
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Table 4
Trust Fund
Revenues and Expenses
2015/16 Compared to Previous Years
(in thousands)

REVENUES
Other Revenue
Gifts and Contributions
Investment
Other Grants and Contracts
Total Other Revenue

Actuals

Forecast

Preliminary
Budget

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

5,501
30,158

7,413
24,176

8,000
16,050

35,659

31,589

24,050

35,659

31,589

24,050

Other Expenses

17,645

19,439

19,000

TOTAL EXPENSES

17,645

19,439

19,000

6,017

14,644

7,646

Funds Transferred Out

(12,011)

(16,000)

(1,546)

NET FUND TRANSFERS

(5,994)

(1,356)

6,100

NET FUND BEFORE REMEASUREMENT

12,020

10,794

11,150

REMEASUREMENT GAINS

27,785

2,865

6,735

NET FUND INCREASE/(DECREASE)

39,805

13,659

17,885

TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSES

Funds Transferred In
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Table 5
Endowment Fund
Revenues and Expenses
2015/16 Compared to Previous Years
(in thousands)

REVENUES

Actuals

Forecast

Preliminary
Budget

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Other Revenue
Gifts and Contributions
Total Other Revenue

7,971
7,971

10,000
10,000

17,000
17,000

TOTAL REVENUE

7,971

10,000

17,000

Funds Transferred In

3,749

1,301

790

Funds Transferred Out

‐

NET FUND TRANSFERS

3,749

1,262

790

NET FUND BEFORE REMEASUREMENT

11,720

11,262

17,790

REMEASUREMENT GAINS

71,821

6,685

15,715

NET FUND INCREASE/(DECREASE)

83,541

17,947

33,505

(39)

SUMMARY
Attachment 6 is a high level Summary of the 2015/16 Preliminary Operating Budget plus
financial plans for all other funds. The 2015/16 preliminary budgets are compared with the
2014/15 forecasted year end results at March 31, 2015 and actual year end results at March
31, 2014. Throughout the 2015/16 fiscal year, the Board of Governors will receive quarterly
reports on each fund comparing actual for each quarter with prior year actual and projected
full year results.
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IMPLICATIONS:
The 2015/16 operating budget recommendations are for an allocation or reallocation of funding
totaling $35,918,381. Of this total $12.7M is allocated for salary increases (74% of which is in
academic units). After reallocating $1.2M to areas of strategic priority and funding other first claims
including increased utilities payments and other specific purpose expenses, a shortfall of $14.5M
remains.
An investment of $1.2M baseline and $24.9M fiscal for strategic priorities is recommended. These
allocations fall short of what is required to provide adequate support given decades of
underinvestment in these areas.

ALTERNATIVES:

Various scenarios were considered with respect to balancing priorities related to the strategic
planning framework and the need to address organizational infrastructure challenges as well as
provide continuing support to faculties and schools. This proposed budget represents the
recommended balance in addressing these needs.
CONSULTATION:

Subsequent to the Fall Strategic Resource plan submissions, Deans and Directors of academic units,
Directors of large support areas, heads of colleges and the University Librarian presented their plans
to the Executive team in January 2015 which included an assessment of their ability to respond to a
4% baseline budget reduction. Smaller support and administrative units met with their respective
Vice President or President. Four meetings were held with the President’s Budget Advisory
Committee to receive advice and feedback on priorities. Several meetings were held with all
members of the President’s Executive Team and Senior Administrative staff in the President’s Office.
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Attachment 1 – April 30, 2015 letter from EAL re the operating grant increase
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Attachment 1 - April 30, 2015 letter from EAL re the operating grant increase con’t…
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Attachment 2 – 2014/15 Available Operating Budget Funding Summary
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Attachment 3 – 2015/16 Operating Budget Recommendations
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Attachment 4 – 2015/16 Projected Operating Revenues
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Attachment 5 - 2015/16 Operating Budget by Faculty/Unit/Department
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Attachment 5 - 2015/16 Operating Budget by Faculty/Unit/Department con’t…
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Attachment 6 – 2015/16 Operating Budget and Summary Budget for All Funds
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Attachment 7 – 2015/16 Budget Plans for all Funds Compared to Previous Years
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Attachment 7 – 2015/16 Budget Plans for all Funds Compared to Previous Years con’t…
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